This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations, which concluded on October 31, 2019, regarding the implementation of the Maximum Custody Clustering in Unit Q-3 and P-3. This Agreement becomes an Addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section 27.01, which expires on July 2, 2020.

1. The State (CMF) agrees Q3/P3 will have access to a rolling shield, X-10, and an armory cart centrally located on the 3rd floor utilizing current and existing resource, funds, and materials.

2. The State (CMF) agrees max custody will be identified by a door placard utilizing current and exiting resources, funds, and materials.

3. The State (CMF) agrees training on allowable property for the PIP max program will be provided to BU6 staff during the Muster/Huddles for the PIP units utilizing current and existing resources, funds, and materials.

4. The State (CMF) agrees that within Q3/P3 and with the exception of program/medical needs, best efforts will be made to house max program in the back of Q3.

5. The State (CMF) agree that Officers are precluded from cleaning cells to fulfill the licensing requirements; Officers may perform general sweeping and mopping functions.

6. The State (CMF) agrees that Officers will distribute each meal after it has been verified as the correct prescribed meal.

7. The State (CMF) management will develop a process to clean and sterilize the shaving devices. Officers are not responsible to do the cleaning or sterilization, however custody staff will inspect, inventory and ensure the cleanliness of shaving devices occurs.

8. The State (CMF) agrees Essential keys (including but not limited to linen room, supply room, dead-lock box will be on the Q3 and P3 Housing Officer’s rings utilizing existing resources, materials and current existing funds.

9. The State (CMF) and CCPOA agree at the request of either party, to reopen this table, within sixty (60) days of the date of this Agreement to address any unforeseen workload impact to BU 6, which cannot first be locally resolved.

This Agreement may be signed by facsimile and in parts, which when all necessary signatures are obtained, shall have the same force and effect as though all signatures were executed on one document.
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